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All crashes 2,612      

Medallion Taxis involved in a crash 1,168     

Street Hail Liveries involved in a crash 220        

Unaffiliated FHVs involved in a crash 96          

Liveries involved in a crash 704        

Black Cars involved in a crash 534        

Luxury Limousines involved in a crash 71          

Commuter Vans involved in a crash 9            

Paratransit Vans involved in a crash 33          

Total TLC-licensed vehicles involved in a crash* 2,835     

Crashes involving injury of any severity 530         

Medallion Taxis involved in a crash

Street Hail Liveries involved in a crash

Unaffiliated FHVs involved in a crash

Liveries involved in a crash

Black Cars involved in a crash

Luxury Limousines involved in a crash

Commuter Vans involved in a crash

Paratransit Vans involved in a crash

Total TLC-licensed vehicles involved in a crash*

Crashes involving critical injury 2             

Medallion Taxis involved in a crash 1            

Street Hail Liveries involved in a crash 1            

Unaffiliated FHVs involved in a crash -             

Liveries involved in a crash -             

Black Cars involved in a crash -             

Luxury Limousines involved in a crash -             

Commuter Vans involved in a crash -             

Paratransit Vans involved in a crash -             

Total TLC-licensed vehicles involved in a crash* 2            

Local Law 31 of 2014
Vision Zero: Crash Data Involving TLC-Licensed Vehicles 

The following report lists the number of crashes reported to TLC that involve a TLC-licensed vehicle. Below those lines, the number of TLC-licensed vehicles 

involved in those crashes are disaggregated by vehicle type. Please note that multiple TLC-licensed vehicles can be involved in a single crash.



Crashes involving a fatality -             

Medallion Taxis involved in a crash -             

Street Hail Liveries involved in a crash -             

Unaffiliated FHVs involved in a crash -             

Liveries involved in a crash -             

Black Cars involved in a crash -             

Luxury Limousines involved in a crash -             

Commuter Vans involved in a crash -             

Paratransit Vans involved in a crash -             

Total TLC-licensed vehicles involved in a crash* -             

* The total number of crashes may be smaller than the total number of vehicles because there could be multiple TLC vehicles involved in a single crash.



Vision Zero: Crash Data Involving TLC-Licensed Vehicles 

The following report lists the number of crashes reported to TLC that involve a TLC-licensed vehicle. Below those lines, the number of TLC-licensed vehicles 

involved in those crashes are disaggregated by vehicle type. Please note that multiple TLC-licensed vehicles can be involved in a single crash.



* The total number of crashes may be smaller than the total number of vehicles because there could be multiple TLC vehicles involved in a single crash.
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